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Consider the mixed boundary value problem 8,~ -t L[u] = f with a SqLMre- 
integrable initial value and with zero boundary values in a domain Q. L[u] is a 
nonlinear elliptic operator in divergence form, defined on a domain with time- 
dependent boundary. Weak solutions in cylindrical domains are used to construct 
a weak solution in Q by approximating Q by a system of cylinders. It is shown 
that this solution is continuously dependent on the initial value. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider a mixed boundary value problem of the type 
in a domain Q where L[u] is a nonlinear elliptic operator in divergence form of 
the unknown function U(X, t), and where u(x, 0) must satisfy a prescribed square- 
integrable initial value, and u has zero boundary values. We shall define a weak 
solution u for this boundary value problem in such a way that the distribution 
2,~ need not be a square-integrable function. This type of weak solution was 
first studied by Hopf [12] and is well known in parabolic problems, for example, 
in [9, 14, 161. 
The nonlinear boundary value problem (1.1) has been studied extensively in 
a cylindrical domain Q = Sz x (0, T), f or example, in [l, 2, 7, 11, 18-201. 
On the other hand, results for a noncylindrical domain when the spatial domain Sz 
varies with time, are restricted to the linear case of (1 .l), as in [15], or the quasi- 
linear case when L[u] is linear but f depends on u, as in [4, 5-j. We shall prove 
the existence of weak solutions of the nonlinear case in suitable noncylindrical 
domains. 
The idea of the proof is very simple. The domain Q is approximated by m 
cylinders of the type SZinL x [ti , ti+J, where Qirn C Q(t) for t E [ti , ti+J and 
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i = 0,l ,..., nz - 1. In each cylinder there exists a weak solution of (1.1) with 
an appropriate initial value; this then enables us to construct an approximate 
solution in Q. It is shown that the limit (as m + CO) of the approximate solutions 
is the desired weak solution in Q. This method was suggested to the author by 
N. Sauer. It was also used in [4] to prove the existence of weak solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations in unbounded noncylindrical domains, and thus 
extended the results of Fujita and Sauer [IO] to more general domains. 
In Section 2 we state the preliminary notation and results, and give a precise 
definition of the problem (1.1) and its weak solution. The assumptions on Q 
and the coefficients of L[u] are discussed in Section 3. The existence of weak 
solutions for the cylindrical case is briefly outlined in Section 4 as a preliminary 
step to the proof for the noncylindrical case. This section also contains an 
inequality similar to the Friedrichs’ inequality which may be of independent 
interest (see Lemma 1). Then the main theorem follows in Section 5. In the 
last section we show that there exists a weak solution with stronger properties 
than those required by the definition in Section 2; in particular the solution 
tends to the initial value in the norm as the time tends to zero. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Rn denote the real Euclidean space and let Q be a subset of Rn x I, 
where I is the closed interval [0, T] with T an arbitrarily large positive real 
number. We shall always assume that the intersection of Q with the hyperplane 
t = t, 
-Q(G) = {x I (xt to) E Q) 
is an open connected subset of Rn for every t, E I. Consider the following 
problem in Q: 
a,u + , , ;,<, (- 1p aq&@, t) [ a,% p-2 ah) = f(X, t), (2.1) 0 . y=5-T 
24(x, 0) = u(x) in Q(O), P-2) 
a%(x, t) = 0 for / o( ) ,< p - 1, x in the boundary of D(t) 
and t in the open interval (0, 7’). 
(2.3) 
Herep is a fixed positive integer, 4 any real number greater than 2, OL = (ai,..., olra) 
and b and y are multi-indices with 1 01 ) = c+ + ... + (Y, . Let iii = (ajaxi) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) and a, = a/at, then a= = a;1 @ ... a> where all the derivatives 
are taken in the generalized sense as distributions. 
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The notation y = /3 - 1 in (2.1) means that all possible derivatives of the form 
aY = a%@% . . , @i-l . $,, 
12 i ?i (i = 1, 2 . ..) w), 
are taken. All the functions considered in this paper are real-valued. 
Let Q be an arbitrary domain in Rn. The Hilbert space L2(Q) of Lebesgue 
square-integrable functions is well known; the inner product and norm are 
denoted by (.f,g)~ and llfll~~ respectively, where the subscript J2 may be left 
out if no confusion can arise. Similarly, the Sobolev space H,fi(!Z?) has the inner 
product 
with the corresponding norm ~Ifll, or ilfl/n,p , such that the infinitely differen- 
tiable functions with compact support in J2 (denoted by C,,x(G’)) are dense in 
H,p(G’). \\k also need the Banach spaces Hleg(6?) with the norm 
i.e., Hia”(J2) == H,*1(J2). M ore generally, the Banach space Lq(O, T; f~&~(Q(t))) 
of mappings on (0, 7’) with values in Ht**(G(t)) such that 
i 
T 
I! f(-9 m(,), n.4 f/t 
‘0 
is finite, is also required. It is convenient to write 
4t7 u, 4) = c 
ia’.lSl<r~ 
(b&,(., t) 1 Pu(., t)l”-” Pu(., t), &$(., I))n,t) . (2.5) 
v=E-1 
DEFINITION. A weak solution of (2.1)-(2.3) in Q is a function u(.Y, t) with the 
properties 
(Sl) u(x, t) EU’(O, T; Hi-‘*“(Q(t))), 
(S2) I 8% /(g-2):2 2% cL2(Q) for all / /3 j < p and y 2:. ,f2 -~ I, 
(S3) for all 4 E C,,m(Q) with (b(x, T) = 0, 
1’ ((4 %t4)act, - 4f7 u, 4) + (.f, d)nd co + (a, d(., O)), (0, = 0. 
* II 
It should be noted that the derivative 2% with / /I ’ = p is not required to be 
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in L2(Q). It is known that for Q = J? x I a generalized solution of the gas- 
filtration equation 
2,u - t 2i(l 24 1’ 6,u) = f(x, t) (a > 01, 
i=l 
does not necessarily have partial derivatives with summable square [17]. The 
condition (S2) makes sense if we use the identity 
where i is some integer between 1 and n by the definition of y = /3 - 1. The 
presence of a pth order derivative in a term must always be understood in this 
sense. Let us also define 
and let 
(2.7) 
7=,8-l 
Lq#2) ={u EP(f2) I [u]n < co, u = 0 on the boundary of Q}. (2.8) 
Then M,, is a seminormed set in the sense that for each element u E M,, , 
(i) [u] 3 0 and [u] = 0 if and only if u = 0, 
(ii) [hu] = 1 h 1 [u] for every real X. 
Assume that Sz satisfies the cone condition [9, p. 2831. Using an inequality by 
Dubinsky [6, p. 1681 it is easy to see that 
where K(Q) has the property that Sz, C Sz, implies that K(sZ,) < K(G2). It was 
also shown by Dubinsky [7, p. 2351 that this imbedding M,,(8) C H,P-l*Q(sZ) is 
compact, i.e., from every infinite set of elements u E n/r, for which [u] is bounded, 
there can be extracted a subsequence which converges in Hi-‘**(G). 
3. ASSUMPTIONS 
We shall assume that the coefficients in (2.1) satisfy the following requirements: 
(Al) bes,(x, t) is a continuous function on the closure of Q in Rn+l for all 
Ial <pp, IBI <pandy=B-1. 
(A2) There exists a positive constant k such that e(& +, 4) > @+I$,,, for 
all 4 E Coa(a(t)) and all t ~1. 
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We must require Q to satisfy the following restrictions: Given the interval 1 
and any positive integer m, let the points {t3ys0 with 
0 = t, < t, < ... < t,,, = T 
subdivide the interval into m subintervals. Define 
.RinL = interior of n (closure of Q(t)) 
in R”, where the intersection is taken over all t in the closed interval [ti , ti+r]. 
In this way we obtain for every m a system of cylinders 
contained in Q. We now require that 
(A3) given any compact subset d in Q, then there exists a positive integer 
M such that d is contained in the union of the above system of m cylinders, and 
A(tj) C 12Tl n Qim (i- I Y---f m - 1) for all m ‘5 111, 
where d(ti) is the intersection of A with the hyperplane t = ti , and it is under- 
stood that the m intervals are a refinement of the M intervals; 
(A4) gin’ is a nonempty connected set satisfying the cone condition for m 
sufficiently large (i = O,..., nt - 1); 
(A5) there exists a bounded domain B in Rn such that Q is contained in 
the cylinder B ;; I. 
Note that (A4) is satisfied if Q(t) is a nonempty convex set for every t E 1. It is 
not difficult to show that (A3) holds if Q = ((Y, t) j #(x, t) < 0, t E&, where 
4: RI’-l + R1 is a given continuous function. 
4. THE CYLINDRICAL CASE 
We consider the problem (2.1)-(2.3) where sZ(t) = JJ for all t E I. The existence 
of a weak solution (S1)+3) in this case was proved by Dubinsky (see [7, p. 2341) 
for a more general equation than (2.1) with nonzero boundary values in (2.3) 
and under a weaker condition than (A2). We need, however, stronger properties 
than (Sl)-(S3), as well as certain estimates of the solution and its derivatives, to 
prove the main result in the noncylindrical case. To obtain this, it is necessar! 
to prove the existence of a weak solution in another wav. This proof for our 
special case is of course simpler than the more general proof of Dubinsky, who 
utilizes special compactness theorems and an auxiliary elliptic equation car- 
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taining a small parameter. We shall utilize the GaIerkin method directly, which 
requires the following useful inequality: 
LEMMA 1. Let M be any seminormed set, A a normed linear space, and H a 
Hilbert space with the imbedding M C A C H, where MC A is compact, Let (&)y 
be an arbitrary orthonormul basis of H. Then, corresponding to any E > 0 there 
exists a number N(E) such thatfor arbitrary u E M, v E M 
where /I /I denotes the norm in A, [ lM denotes the seminorm in M, and ( , )H denotes 
the inner product in H. 
Proof. Consider first the case when v = 0 and suppose that (4.1) is false. 
Then there exists a sequence {u,,)? in M such that 
II %I II2 > %[U,]~ + n f (& ) z&)2 
i=l 
for some fixed es , where we omit the subscripts of (4.1) if no confusion can arise. 
If we divide by [uJ2 and let w, = [u&l II, , we obtain 
II w, II2 > co + n f (A, wJ2. 
i-1 
(4.2) 
Since [w,,] = 1 we can find a subsequence (which we also denote by We) 
which converges in A to some element w E A, by virtue of the compactness of 
the imbedding MC A. In particular I/ w, 11 is bounded in A for all n, and thus 
it follows by (4.2) that 
il (A 9 w?J2 - 0 as n--t co. 
Hencexf-, (& , w)” == 0 for K = 1, 2,... because w, -+ win H by the imbedding 
A C H. But (/ w 11; = XT=1 (d , w)” and hence w = 0. On the other hand (4.2) 
implies that )I w, IIA > co > 0 for arbitrarily large n, which is a contradiction. 
Consider now the case when et # 0 and suppose (4.1) holds for some fixed 
nonzero v E 111 and arbitrary u E M. Then 
i 1 11 u - Av 112 < I X l2 jc[(l/A) u12 + <[VI” + N f @A, (Ii4 u - vj2{ 
i=l 
= c[u]’ + •[Av]~ + N f (& , u - Av)~ 
i=l 
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and so we may assume that [w] = 1. Suppose (4.1) is false. As before, there 
exists a sequence {vn}F in M and a corresponding sequence {Us): in M such that 
for some fixed c0 , and there exists a subsequence (which we also denote by z!~) 
which converges in d to some element 2’ E -4. 
Suppose [u,J is bounded for all n. Then again we have a subsequence of {u$ 
which converges in d to some element u E A. Hence u* - z’,~ ---t u - z’ in -4, 
and by the same argument as in the case z 9 := 0, we find that u - ‘~1 ==: 0 which 
contradicts (4.3). 
Suppose then finally that [u,] is unbounded. Let U, = [r&l u,~ and cfl 2~ 
[u.~]-’ ~a,,,  then (4.3) reads 
Note that [cJ == [un]-l --f 0 as n - co. Now the above argument can be 
repeated with u;, and V~ to obtain the contradiction. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 1. 
Remark. In the special case when rZ = H it can be shown that (4.1) holds 
without the N in front of the last term. This is a nontrivial generalization of the 
Friedrichs’ inequality [9, p. 2841. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Sz is a bounded, open, connected subset of Rn which 
satis$es the cone condition. If f EL~(Q x I), a EL?(Q), and (Al) and (A.2) hold, 
then there exists a weak solution 11(x, t) of (2.1)-(2.3) in Q x I with the additional 
properties 
(54) u(x, t) E L2(Q) for all t E I; 
(S.5) (u(., t), #)n is continuous on Ifor any 4 EL2(SZ); 
(S6) 11 u(., t) - alIn + 0 as t + O+; 
(S7) 1 Pu t(*-z’!2 8% EL~(O, T; H,,l(Q)) for all ! y ! < p - 1; 
(Sf3) il u(., t)llL + 2k $, [u(., t)]; ds < {G(O, t; a, f)}’ and 
(S9) !I UC., t)lli + WlK(-Qn)) ji II u(., ~)llb,~-~.~ ds < {G(O, t;a,f )>’ and 
(slo) .fL C(u, ad) - 46 *, ~9 + (f, $43 ds = (UC., 9, d(., 0) - (a, d(., 0)) 
for all qb E C,“(G x I), and all t E I and where k is the constant in (AZ) and K(Q) 
is the constant in (2.9). 
Proof. Let {a,]; C C,,“(Q) be an o rthonormal basis of L”(Q) which is also 
fundamental in H,-,“(Q), where s is the smallest integer bigger than p 4 Qn. Let 
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{f “}T be a sequence of smooth functions converging to f in L*(Q) such that 
/If “(-, t)lln < 11 f (., t)/ln for all t E I. Define 
VyX, t) = f qyt) a@), 
i=l 
where cim (i = 1, 2,..., m) is given by the initial value problem 
(atom - f m, d) + e(t, P, d) = 0, 
Q(O) = (a, ui). 
Multiply each equation in (4.4) by cim and add the equation for i 
then we obtain 
mm, vm)Q + e(t, vm, vnL) = (f m, ~7~)~ . 
From this we deduce the a priori bound 
II vm(., t>llk + 2 & VT., da d,- < MO, c qf)>* 
= 
(4.4) 
1, 2,..., m 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
for all t E I with the aid of (A2) and I/ a”(*, 0)/l < 11 a I), and where G is defined 
in (2.4). (A similar derivation of an a priori bound can be found in [13, p. 1491 
or [4, p. 381.) If we integrate (4.4) for a fixed i over the interval [t, t + St] and 
use Holder’s inequality and (2.9), we obtain 
1 ~~ni(t + St) - qyt)I < (St)l/* 11 f Ilo + (6t)llq K,(i) K2 IS,’ p(., t)]* dt[(q-l)‘q, 
where I& is the supremum of ] &s,,(~, t) &z,(x)] taken over Q and all indices 
1~~1 <p, IpI <p,andy =p- l,andK,dependsonp,q,themeasureofQ 
and the constant K(J2) of (2.9). Hence the set {cim(t)}~-, is equicontinuous by 
(4.6). But ci”(t) = (P(*, t), J Q is also bounded for all m by (4.6) and thus it 
follows that there exists a subsequence (ci”(t)},“,l which converges in the sup- 
norm to a continuous function oft on the interval I [g, p. 2661. This subsequence 
is of course a function of i. Take the subsequence for i = 1 and repeat this 
process to find a subsequence for i = 2, etc. Then the diagonal of the resulting 
subsequences of subsequences produces a sequence {P}~~~ such that 
W(‘s ~),4>,“1 converges uniformly in t to a continuous function of t for each 
i = 1, 2,.... 
A simple calculation, using the fact that {ui} is an orthogonal basis of L”(G), 
shows that {v”} converges weakly in La(sZ) for every t E I and uniformly in t. 
Denote the limit by u(x, t), then u( ., t) EL*(Q) for every t E I as required in (S4) 
and by (4.6) 
II 4.9 t)lln < W-h c a,f). (4.7) 
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The uniform convergence in t implies that (55) also holds. It is, moreover, easy 
to show that {v} converges weakly to u in Ls(Q). 
The crucial part of the proof is to show that {on) converges strongly to u in 
x9(0, T; H,p-ysz)). w e use Lemma 1 with M = AZ,, , A = H,P-1**(Q) and 
H = L”(S) (read the last sentence of Sect. 2) and (4.6) to obtain 
<; d2 29(l,‘k) {G(O, T; ~,f)}~ + Nq2*12 lo’ fl l(& , z’~ - o”)l” dt. 
The second term on the right can be made arbitrarily small by the weak con- 
vergence of (v} in L2(G) which is uniform in t. Hence {v} is a strong Cauchy 
sequence in D(O, T, H,D-l**) with a limit a in this space. By the uniqueness of 
the weak limit in L2(Q), we must have v = II. In particular (Sl) holds. If we use 
the inequality (2.9) together with (4.6), we also immediately obtain the bound 
(S9). 
It is well known that if {hi} converges strongly to h in L*(Q) with 4 > 1, then 
(1 hi I*} converges strongly to 1 h /* in Ll(Q). Using this fact, Holder’s inequality, 
and (S9), a standard calculation shows that 
(1 &Jz,T 1 (u-2)/2 &pr) converges strongly to 1 SYu I(@)!2 Pu (4.8) 
in L*(Q) for all y with I y / < p - I. Furthermore, by (4.6) and (2.9) we know 
that the sequence 
{I s/Z’= 1 (a-2) ‘2 &~}~~l isboundedforally=/3--1, IPI <p 
in L*(Q), and hence we can extract a subsequence (using the same index 71.) which 
converges weakly in L”(Q) to some element puyB . By (2.6) and (4.8) it now follows 
for a fixed y and /I that 
WY6 = / ayu 1 (q--2)/2 p u 
which also proves (S7). Taking subsequences of subsequences, we get a fixed 
subsequence which converges weakly for every y and p with y = /3 - I, I/? j < p. 
It is now a simple matter to check the bound (S8). 
To verify (SlO) we must show that 
s 
t 
’ F 
t 
e(r, v, 4) dr converges to 4~9 u, 4) dT 
0 ‘0 
for all t EI and for all 4 E Corn(Q). Th’ is is done directly by using (2.5) and 
utilizing the same steps as in (4.8). The rest of the verification of (SlO) is a 
tedious calculation which we shall omit. (The details of similar calculations can 
be found in [4, p. 461 and [13, p. 1401.) 
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Finally, we must show that (S6) holds. We know that {v(., 0)} converges 
weakly to u(., 0) in L2(sZ). But by the definition of V(X, t) the same sequence 
must converge to the initial value a(x) inL2(J2). Hence U(X, 0) = U(X). Now for 
an arbitrary c > 0 we have by (4.7) that 
II 4.9 N2 < II a Iln + 6 
for small enough t. By (S5) the function (u(., t), u(., 0)) is continuous on I, and 
with the aid of the Schwarz inequality this implies that 
II 4.7 9 > II 4.9 ON - 6 
for small enough t. Hence 
I II 4.9 t)ll - II a II I - 0 as t 3 0+, 
which implies (S6) by the following inequality 
II 4.9 4 - a II2 < I II 4.a a2 - II a II2 I + 2 I (a, a - 4.3 Q)l 
d 030, c a,f> + II a II> I II 4.a t)ll - II a II I + 2 I (a, ~(‘3 1- 4.s t))l. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. MAIN THEOREM 
Before we state and prove the existence theorem for a weak solution in a 
noncylindrical domain Q, we need the following 
LEMMA 2. If (A5) holds, then there exists a countable subset of C,,m(Q) which 
is dense in Corn(Q) under the sup-norm of continuous functions. 
Proof. The closure of Q, denoted by cl Q, is compact in R*fl and hence the 
space C(cl Q) of continuous functions (under the sup-norm) on cl Q is separable 
[8, p. 4371. Every 4 E Cam(Q) can be considered as an element of C(clQ) by 
defining 6 identically zero on the lateral boundary of Q. Then the subset Cam(Q) 
of C(clQ) is also separable [8, p. 211. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the ussumptions (Al)-(A5) hold. If a EL*@(O)) and 
f ELM, then there exists a weak solution of (2.1)-(2.3) in Q. 
Proof. For a given positive integer, large enough so that (A4) holds, construct 
the system of cylinders SZim x [tf , tit,] with i = 0, l,..., m - 1. It is easy to 
see by Theorem 1 that in the ith cylinder there exists a weak solution nim(x, t), 
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where f is restricted to the cylinder and the initial value ai”’ is given by a(x) 
restricted to Q,“’ when i = 0, and by eln_r(x, ti) restricted to Qin’ n s2::, and 
zero elsewhere in sZirFl when i = 1, 2,..., m - 1. We know by (S4) that niln(x, t) t 
L’(Q,“‘) for every t E [ti , ti+i], and by (Sl) that z’~‘)~ cLq(f[ , t,,, ; H,f-‘*“(Q,“)) 
and by (S7) 
1 c zi ‘II’ I 01 i(Q-2);” $9~7~~)~ E c(f, , fi- 1 ; ff,,‘(Q;“‘)) 
for all y :< p - I, and by (SS)-(SlO) that for all f E [fi , fi+J 
‘, .~i”‘(-, ql’ + 2R J;t [qy-, s)]” ds < {G(t; , t; a,“‘, .f)f’, 
I 
2k 
/Z,i”‘(.> of + fqQ,,,,) s 
‘11 cil”(., s)~l;-~,~ ds .< {G(t< , t; a,“‘,f)f.“, ti 
(5. I) 
(5.2) 
i’ ((z!ircc, 3 +) - +, z!inr, 4) + (j-, 4)) ds = (Z.inl(., t), b(., f)) - (uin’, CC., f,)) 
=ti 
(5.3) 
for all 4 E CUx(Q, x [fi , ti+J), and where R is the constant in (A2), K(sZj”l) is 
the constant in (2.9), and all the norms, seminorms, and inner products are 
taken over Q.“‘. 
Define no;r in Q 
zl,‘“(x, t) in sZ,Tr’ X [0, tJ 
W(.x, t) = zp(x, f) in SZy X (ti , tiil] for i = I,..., m - 1, (5.4) 
0 elsewhere in Q. 
It follows immediately from (S4) that ZP(., t) EL’L(R(f)) for all t E I. It is a 
routine matter to check that 
( 3W’im(.v, t) in Qi”l x (fi , fi+J 
&‘u”‘(S, f) =_ (o 
for i -: O,..., m - 1, 
elsewhere in (2, [5.5) 
for 1 CL -.; p - I, and that 21”’ ELQ(O, T; If:-‘,“(Q(t))), and that forj m= 1, 2 ,..., r~ 
and 1 y ’ ::?I p - 1 
aj(i &3inL / (Q-2):2 &irM in L?;“l X (ti , fi+J 
?;(I i’yu !I, ,p-2),‘2 &p’) _ I 
I 
for i = 0 ,..., m - 1, (5.6) 
‘, 0 elsewhere in (2, 
and that I &P’ l(Q-a)pz i?u” EL~(O, T, Hol(SZ(t))) for 1 y 1 :’ p - 1. 
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For a given m, define also the following subset of Cocc(Q) 
I 
m-1 
D(m) = + I supp 4 C u (L’;M x [ti , ti+r]) and 
i=O 
supp$(x,tJCG$‘“nGT”_,fori= I,...,m- 1, /. 
Suppose + E D(m). G iven any 7 E (0, T] there exists a positive integer j such 
that tj < T < tj+r , where 0 < j & m - 1. Then by the definition of u”” in (5.4) 
and (5.3) we have 
i-l 
= z. (Vi"(. $+J - ($1 ) 4t.y ti+l))b),%Q;t, 
+ (Oj”(., 7) +(*, &,m - (aorn, ct.9 0)L.y 
= (fP(., T), $b(., T))f&) - (a9 TN., 0)ho) (5.7) 
by using the definitions of ai”’ and D(m). 
We also need a bound on urn. It is simple to use (5.1) or (5.2) and the definition 
of u.?~ to show that z 
II um(-, t)lln(t) < G(O, c 4) (5.8) 
for all t ~1. Another consequence of (5.2), together with (5.5) is the following 
bound: 
s 
T 
II urn(,, ~)llh.~-~.n dt 
0 
= ‘5’ It*+’ II (‘Y., t)ll;,m.p--l.a dt
i=o *i 
-a “-’ v [{G(ti , tjil; aim, f)}” - 11 wim(., ti+l)ll’] 
i-0 
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:-. e’p {G(O, T; a,f)f’, (5.9) 
where k is the constant in (A2), K(B) the constant in (2.9), and B the domain 
in (AS). Similarly, by (5.1) and (5.6), we obtain 
1 r [u”Y-, %) dt G (1 lP) {G(O, T; a, .f)l’. 
“0 
The next step is to show there exists a subsequence {ZP) of (ZP> such that for 
any 4 E COz(Q) the sequence {(zP(., t), +(., t))oct,} converges uniformly in t to a 
continuous function on 1. Consider first a given #E Cae(Q). The sequence 
{(zP(., t), $(., t))oco> is bounded for all m and all t EI by (5.8); moreover, it is 
equicontinuous on I for sufficiently large m: By (A3) there a positive integer 
M(4) such that $ E D(m) for all m > M(I)). Hence, if we choose r == t -A- 6t 
and 7 ~= t in (5.7) and subtract the resulting two equations, we obtain for 
m :-. JI(#) 
by using the boundedness of 4 (and the derivatives of +), (Al), (5.8)-(5.10), 
and Holder’s inequality, and where C(G) is the supremum of 
{I ?& ! + I baBv @IJ 1 + 1 * 1) (measure of B)rp 
taken over 9 and all indices 1 a 1 < p, 1 /3 I .< p and y =I /3 - 1, and C1 depends 
on p, 4, the measure of B and the constants k and K(B) of (A2) and (2.9), 
respectively. This establishes the equicontinuity of {(zP( ., t), #( ., t))n(tj\., where 
m > ;II(JI). Hence, by the ArzelPAscoli theorem [8, p. 2661, there exists a 
subsequence {(zP(., t), #(., t))n(t)} which converges in the sup-norm to a con- 
tinuous function of t ~1. By Lemma 2 we can select a countable dense subset 
{I,!J~> in CoX(Q). Let rj == #r to obtain the subsequence (zP}. Then choose 1,4 -= & 
and consider only the set {IP} instead of (zP}, etc. By taking the diagonal of the 
subsequences which result from this procedure, we finally get a subsequence, 
which we again denote by {zP}, such that for every #i the sequence {(u”(., t), 
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&(., t))o& will converge uniformly in t to a continuous function on I. It is a 
standard calculation to verify that {(zP(., t), #(e, t))oct)l converges uniformly to 
a continuous function of t by using (A5), (5.8), and the completeness of the 
continuous functions under the sup-norm. Note that {ZP} is a fixed sequence 
for all # E Corn(Q). 
Now we can demonstrate that u converges trongly to u inL*(O, T; H{-l*V(Q(t))) 
with the aid of Lemma 1 in the domain B. By defining II’ zero outside Q(t), we 
have ZP(X, t) E MO(B) f or almost all t EI by (5.10). We also have 
M,,(B) C H$-‘sQ(B) CL’(B) 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1. Hence for a given E > 0, there exists a 
number N and functions ml(x),..., wly(x) in L*(B) such that 
iI 22 - 28 I]~.,-l,, d E[u”]~ + E[u~]~ + N 5 (wi, up - 24”); 
j=l 
for almost all t E I. Using the inequality 
which is valid for any positive real number m and any positive integer n, we 
obtain 
We may choose wj(x) EL*(B) by Lemma 1. Define #j(~, t) to be the restriction 
of Wj(X) to 52(t) f or every t ~1. Clearly I&(X, t) EL*(Q) and hence there exists a 
sequence {gij(.r, t)>TS1 C Coffi(Q) such that {gij) converges strongly to $j in LQ(Q). 
Then by (5.8) 
’ (wj , u” - u”)uB dt 1 
< 2q J *T I(&, un - U”)n(t) I“ dt 4 C [’ II #i - gij ll&.~.g dt, 0 ‘0 
where C z 4@{G(O, T; a,f))Q (measure of B)(*-z)/2. 
The second term can be made less than c/2 for i > I, and then by choosing 
i = I + 1 in the first term and using the uniform convergence above, we can 
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also make the first term less than 42 if n, (T > P(I). By (5.10) it is now clear 
that the right-hand side of (5.11) can be made arbitrarily small if ?r, cr are large 
enough. Hence (u”> is a Cauchy sequence in Lg(O, T; H{-1*g(s2(t))) and hence 
by the completeness there exists u in this space such that {u”} converges strongly 
to u. We shall show that u is the required weak solution. M’e already know that 
(Sl) holds. 
By (2.7) and (5.10) we have that 
is bounded in L”(Q) for any / y j = p - 1, and i = l,..., 1~. Using Holder’s 
inequality and (5.9) it is easy to see that this statement is also true for 1 y i < p - 1 
and i = l,..., n. Hence, by taking subsequences of subsequences, we can find a 
subsequence, which we also denote by (u”>, such that 
converges weakly to some element w,,i EL*(Q) for every / y j Y< p - 1 and 
i = l,..., 11 [8, p. 681. Since u= converges strongly to u in Lq(O, T; Ht-1,9(Q(t))) 
we see by the same argument as in Theorem 1 that 
/ &p I(Q-a/2 &p converges strongly to 1 2% \(~-a).‘? SYU int’(Q) for j y / 5; p - 1. 
Using (2.6) it is now a simple matter to check that wyi =I I i;yu. j(Q-*)ra Z&?‘u and 
hence (S2) is satisfied. 
Finally we verify that (S3) holds. Given any 4 E C,r(Q) with $(x, T) LT. 0, use 
(-43) to choose n so large that 4 E D(n). Then we have by (5.7) that 
( 
II’ ‘0 
T (u - UT, ?,4) df j c 1 jiT@(f, 24, I$) ~- e(f, U”, c$)} df 1 . 
The first term can be made arbitrarily small by the strong convergence of {v} to 
u in L”(Q). 
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where the summation is taken over ) Q! / < p, / /3 [ < p, y = ,E - 1. As we have 
seen 1 @u” l@@)/a %~ is bounded in L2(Q) for all 1 j3 1 < p and y = /3 - 1. By 
the weak convergence of (1 aYun ((q-2)/2 il$UR) in L2(Q) and the strong con- 
vergence of (u”} to u in D(0, T; H:-l*q(SZ(t))) the right-hand side can be made 
arbitrarily small for n sufficiently large. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
6. PROPERTIES OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
It follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 2 that 
s oT [u(-, t>l;(t, dt G (Ilk) {G(O, T; a,f)12 
and that 
s 
r II UC*, t)llk(t),ta-1.a dt d 
0 
q {G(O, T; a, f)>“. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
We can also show that a weak solution exists for which the same type of inequality 
as (5.8) holds. To do this, we need the following result. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose (A3) holds. For a given T E (0, T) and eejery b(x) E C,“(~(T)) 
there exists @(x, t) E Corn(Q) and S > 0 (which depends on 4 and T) such that 
@(x, t), restricted to s(t), is equal to 4(x) on the support of 4 and zero elsewhere in 
Q(t) for eaery t E [T - 6, 7 + S]. If T = 0 or T = T the same result holds for 
every t E [0, 61 and 7 E [T - 8, T], respectiwely. 
Proof. Let d be the support of 4. By(A3) there exists a cylinder J&jn x [tt , ti+J 
which contains d x (T}. If r = ti , then d x {ti} is also contained in 6’?“_, x 
[td-l . tJ so that d x {ti} lies in (@L, n Qp) x [t,...l , ti+J. Hence, for every 
7 E (0, T), there exists a cylinder Sz, x (T - 26, T + 26) in Q with 6 > 0 such 
that d C Sz, . Now let T(t) E Corn(S), with the support of 7 contained in (T - 26, 
7 + 26) and q(t) G 1 on [T - 6, T + 61. Then @(x, t) = q(t)c#(x) has the 
required properties. Similarly we prove the cases T = 0 and T = T. 
THEOREM 3. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 2, there exists a weak 
solution a(x, t) of (2.1)-(2.3) in Q such that the function (v(., t), +(., t))nct) is 
continuous on I for all + E Corn(Q) and 
II WC., t)llnct) G GOI t; ef) (6.3) 
holds for all t E I. 
Proof. If v = u almost everywhere in Q, then v is also a weak solution of 
(2.1)-(2.3) in Q. We h ave shown in the proof of Theorem 2 that {(u”(., t), 
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+(., t))oct,} converges uniformly in t to a continuous function J*(t) on I for ever! 
t# E Corn(Q). Hence by (5.8) 
for all t E 1. For a fixed 7 E I it follows then that Jm(7) is a bounded linear func- 
tional on L2(s2(7)) f i we use Lemma 3 to extend every element in C,=(~(T)) to 
an element of Cam(Q). By the Riesz-Frechet theorem [8, p. 2491 there exists a 
unique zp{s, T) E L2(s2(7)) such that (v(., T), $(., T)) n(rr = Id,(~) for all 4 E C,,“(Q). 
The uniform convergence above implies that 
by the convergence of {u*> to u in L”(Q). It is now clear that ‘L’ == u almost 
everywhere in Q. Finally, by (5.8), it follows that {u”(x, T)} converges weakly to 
z)(x, r) in L’L(s2(7)), and so (6.3) holds. 
We can also derive the following result on the continuous dependence of u on 
the initial value. 
THEOREM 4. The weak solution a(~, t) of Theorem 3 has the property that 
/I @(., t) - a II&q + 0 as t + o+, (6.4) 
where v and a are considered as elements of L2(B) by defining z’(.r, t) G 0 outside 
Q(t) and a FE 0 outside Q(O). 
Proof. There exists {&(x)} C C,ffi(J2(0)) h’ h w ic converges strongly to a(x) in 
P(sZ(0)). For every i, by Lemma 3, there exists &‘(x, t) E C,,%(Q) and 6(i) :. 0 
such that t,&‘(x, t) = &(x) in Q(t) for every t E [0, S(i)]. Consider 
!(a(,, t) - a, a)ti Izl(,,0
< l(Zff.9 t) - un(‘* t), #i’(‘9 t))Q(f) I  ‘tzI(‘  t, - (‘* t), i’(‘  t)) (f) I 
+ ‘I ‘u(., t) - uq., t)llfm II a 0 - A’(., f)l B  ’(., l  
(6.5) 
+ II u=(*, t) - aon llRo” IIa IIR(0) + II a; - a IID(O) 11 ab(O) fP(‘, q / O) l~RKl)Il h) 
in the notation of Theorem 2. There exists a positive integer P such that 
II a - *i Iln~o) ==I E for i ;S P. 
Then, by (5.8) and (6.3), the second term on the rightside of (6.5) with i := P 
is less than 2rG(O, T; a,f) for all t E [0,8(P)]. By the uniform convergence of 
+09!58/1-6 
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to (f4.9 t), W’(., Q,,,) there exists a positive integer M(P) 
. , implies that the first term is less than < for all t E I. Since 
a,” is the restriction of a to GOT, it is clear that the last term is less than E provided 
rr > M, where Mis some positive integer. Choose now A = 1 + max(M(P), N). 
By the definition of u’” in (5.4), and (S6) in Theorem 1, it follows that there 
exists S(h) > 0 such that 
II UY.> t> - a,” llQo” < E for all t E [0, S(h)]. 
Hence, with the choice i = P and n = h in (6.9, we have 
I(v(., 4 - a, U)B ] < c . E 
for all t E [0, S,] where 6, = min(S(P), 6(X)) and C is a constant. 
By (6.3) there exists 6, > 0 such that 
II zf.9 w2w < II a Iln(o) + 6 
for all t E [0, S,], and (6.6) also implies 
II zJ(., t)lln(t) II a Ilfm 3 (4., t), & 3 II a II&$ - c * E 
for all t E [0, S,]. Hence 
(6.6) 
I II 4.9 t)llm - II a lInkI) I < CI ’ E for all t E [0, min(S, , S,)], 
and now (6.4) follows from (6.6), (5.8), and (6.3) since 
II C(‘, t) - a 11; < I II u(*, t)ll;(,) - II a II&) l + 2 I@(*, t) - a, a)Lz 1 . 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Finally we show that (S3) can be improved. 
THEOREM 5. The weak solution v(x, t) of Theorem 3 sutisjies the identity 
s ’ {(v, &$)m - e(t, v $1 + CL $)m> dt = (4*, T>, +(., T))L+) - (a, vJ(., Oh(o) 0 (6.7) 
for all 4 E Cow(Q) and all 7 E I. 
Proof. Given 4 E Corn(Q), there exists by (A3) a positive integer III(+) such 
that + E D(?r) if n > AI($). Then by (5.7) 
< 1 Jr (v - un, %ht) dt + [e(t, 0, C) - e(t, un, 411 dt 
0 
1 ) l’ ( 
+ I(u(., 7) - UT., 4, C(., T))&) I . 
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Since (24”) converges strongly in L’(Q) t o P, and {u”(x, T); converges weakly in 
L’(L)(T)) to z(s, T) for every 7 E I, the first and last terms can be made arbitrarily 
small. The other term is treated in exactly the same way as at the end of the 
proof of Theorem 2. Hence (6.7) follows immediately. 
Remark. U’e have shown that there exists a weak solution in the non- 
cylindrical domain with the same properties as in Theorem 1 of the cylindrical 
case. The obvious question is: If we start with a stronger solution in the 
cylindrical case (say, a solution with a square-integrable time-derivative), can 
we also prove the existence of this stronger solution in the noncylindrical 
domain? To do this, we must require that the initial value for the cylindrical 
case is in some Sobolev space ZZ,s(Q(0)) w h ere s is a positive integer. Now in the 
construction of ai’ll, the initial value in the ith cvlinder, we restrict a function in 
ZZ,,“(sZ~~,) to .C?y n Srryr and define airPi as zero-elsewhere in Viol. Hence aIfr1 is 
not an element of Haa in general. The construction of ain1 E ZZQs(QjrJG) which 
leads to a stronger solution is still an open question. 
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